Questions/RFIs:

Questions from prime contractors received from their Subcontractors:

1. Multiple line painting subs have asked for details with dimensions to be able to give accurate pricing.
   Please see attached Sketch LSK-01 for sizes and colors of thermoplastic markings.

2. Concrete sub asks if the requirement for exposed aggregate in the pad for the benches can be waived as this isn't required anywhere else.
   Yes, concrete under benches can be plain concrete, not exposed aggregate.

Questions on the revised bid form from Addendum 1:

3. Allowance 2 says, “$8,000 / CF”. Is this a lump sum allowance of $8,000.00?
   See revised 004109 Pricing R2. This is a lump sum allowance. Please provide a unit cost per the revised Pricing R2.

4. Under the 2 alternates the heading says, “Total BASE BID plus ALLOWANCE (in words).” Can you confirm this written amount is not to include the alternate prices?
   BASE BID plus ALLOWANCE (in words) amount DOES NOT include ALTERNATES.

5. The thermoplastic paint company has said that they need to know the sizes and colors of the markings in order to provide a price. They also need to know if the hopscotch squares and arrows are infilled with color and if so, what the colors are. Can you provide this information?
   Please see attached Sketch LSK-01 for sizes and colors of thermoplastic markings. The arrows and hopscotch are filled with color.
   Another company that can be priced is https://edumarkingplaygrounddesigns.com/playground-games/